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Introduction 

This document outlines the checks which will be carried out in the Omnibus system and by the 
HSCIC after the data have been submitted.  As for the 2012-13 collection period, there will only be 
two data cuts for the RAP collection in 2013-14 and there will only be one round of validations 
carried out by the HSCIC after the first cut of data has been submitted.  CASSRs are encouraged 
to carry out validation processes internally before submitting data to the HSCIC.  This document is 
intended to help with this process. 

 

Autosum totals 

For the 2013-14 collection, the majority of the autosum totals incorporated in the previous year’s 
collection have been retained for this year. This means that these totals will be calculated 
automatically. This will reduce the number of figures that you need to enter onto the system. We 
would still advise calculating these totals in your own reporting and comparing your numbers to 
those given by the automated totals in Omnibus as an extra check that the data you have entered 
are correct. The cells that will be automatically populated within your return are highlighted in green 
as highlighted in the proforma document at http://www.hscic.gov.uk/socialcarecollections2014 

The use of autosum fields improves the performance of the Omnibus system as fewer cells are 
required to be entered by the user, and the internal validation checks which were used to check 
that total values provided were consistent with data provided within component cells in the return 
are no longer needed. 

Autosum calculations that have been removed since last year’s collection are the totals on page 2 
of the carer returns C1 and C2. These totals will now have to be entered manually as it is 
recognised that a carer assessment or review may not capture complete information about the 
person cared for. This change does not affect page 1 of these returns which will still generate 
autosum totals as last year. 

 

Checks against 2012-13 data 

The Omnibus system will still test that the figures provided fall within an expected range based on 
data supplied in the previous (2012-13) return. CASSRs will be asked to provide additional 
information where values fall out of this expected range or in cases where the data provided last 
year was subsequently over-written in our publications, i.e. cases where data does not appear at 
council level within the National Adult Social Care Intelligence Service (NASCIS) 
https://nascis.hscic.gov.uk/  

In addition, the Omnibus collection system for 2013-14 will flag any blank cells when data is 
validated.  It is hoped that this will prevent accidental blank cells appearing in submitted data. 

 

Completing the return online 

The RAP return can be completed online using the Omnibus collection system. Values can be 
directly entered in the required cells on each page of the return. It is important to note that if any 
changes are made to any page of the return on Omnibus, then that page must be saved before 
navigating to the next page. Failure to save the page after making changes may lead to entered 
data being lost. The pages of the return do not need to be completed in any particular order as data 
can be edited at any time. However, care should be taken when making changes and swapping 
between pages frequently as this will still require saves to be made before each page swap. 

 

http://www.hscic.gov.uk/socialcarecollections2014
https://nascis.hscic.gov.uk/
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Completing the return offline 

It is possible to download a copy of the RAP return from Omnibus as an Excel workbook, complete 
this offline, and then upload the completed return to the collection system. Please note: when using 
the ‘Download to Excel’ option, save the workbook as a Microsoft Excel 97-2003 Worksheet 
(even when working with a more recent version of Excel). The workbook needs to be in this format 
to correctly upload data from Excel. 

Only workbooks downloaded from Omnibus can be used to submit data to the HSCIC. 

Please note, when using the download/upload function and the autosum cells are completed within 
the Excel version, the values in these cells will not be read into the system, the totals will always be 
calculated even if they are provided. This functionality can be used to compare locally calculated 
totals to the totals calculated by Omnibus to ensure they match. When the workbook has been 
completed and the data uploaded into Omnibus the return will need to be saved in order to 
calculate and populate the autosums.  

 

Validating the return 

Whichever method is used to enter the data, the return will need to be validated in order to run the 
validation rules on the data that has been entered. When the return is ready for validation, clicking 
‘Save’ and ‘Validate Page’ will run the validation checks. Once this is done, all the validation errors 
will appear for the entire return. If you click on a validation error you will be taken to the page to 
which it relates.  It may be worth re-saving and re-validating that page as part of the investigations 
into the cause of the validation query to ensure that the most recent data is used in the validation 
check.   

Please review any remaining validation errors. If any cross-page validation errors remain, ensure 
you have saved and validated each of the pages concerned before you investigate the 
errors.  Validation errors may well disappear once the page they are on is saved and validated. 

Any blank cells within the submission will need to be populated or explained before the 
return can be released to the HSCIC.  Unknown data items should not be populated with 
zeros.  A zero means that there are NO individuals in this category; it is not a replacement 
for ‘unknown’ or ‘data not recorded’.  In the case of any unknown data items, it would be helpful 
if a local estimate is submitted and details of this entered in the comments section at the end of the 
return. If it is not possible to provide an estimate then unknown data items should be left blank and 
an explanation provided in the text box that will appear on the return. 

Please be aware that we will generate estimates for any data items left blank in the final return in 
order to reduce the impact on the England total of missing data items.  These estimates will not 
appear in council level data but will feed into England and regional totals. 

The RAP 2013-14 return will be the last time the RAP collection is run by the HSCIC. New 
activity collections will be running from 2014-15.  Further information on new collections 
can be found on our social care collections page at 

http://www.hscic.gov.uk/socialcarecollections2015  

  

http://www.hscic.gov.uk/socialcarecollections2015
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ASCOF measures 

Please note, if any cell which is used for the calculation of an ASCOF measure is not completed, 
then no score will be given for the measure for which that cell forms a component.  

To be clear:  

 To obtain a score for an ASCOF measure, it is a necessary condition that all cells used in 
the calculation of the measure are complete 

 Completion of any individual cell that is used as an element in the calculation of an ASCOF 
measure is NOT a sufficient condition to be given a score for that measure.  

The cells to be used for the calculation of ASCOF outcome measures are highlighted through the 
use of red borders in the RAP proforma document at  

http://www.hscic.gov.uk/socialcarecollections2014  

 

 

  

http://www.hscic.gov.uk/socialcarecollections2014
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RAP Validation checks 

R2 
Online validation checks 

NONE 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 

 

R3 

Online validation checks 

 The sum of the values entered in the ten R3 cells should be greater than the value entered 
in the R2 cell ‘Total number of contacts for new clients whose needs were attended to solely 
at or near the point of contact’. [1023] 

 The sum of the values entered in the ten R3 cells should be within 20% of the equivalent 
sum of values from your R3 submission in the previous year. [3024] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 

 

A1 
Totals that will be automatically generated 

 For each age group column in the ‘Existing clients with completed reviews’ columns (i.e. 18-
64, 65-74, and 75 and over): the value in the ‘Total of clients reviewed’ row will be calculated 
as the sum of the values entered in each of the ‘Primary client type’ cells in that column.  

 The value entered in the ‘Overall total of existing clients with completed reviews’ cell will be 
calculated as the sum of the values entered in the three cells in the ‘Total of clients 
reviewed’ row. 

 

Online validation checks 

 For each age group column in the ‘Existing clients with completed reviews’ columns (i.e. 18-
64, 65-74, and 75 and over): the value entered in the cell for the client type subset row 
‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’ should be less than or equal to the value 
entered in the cell for the Primary client type row ‘Physical disability (total)’ in that column. 
[1005, 1006, 1007] 

 For each age group column in the ‘Existing clients with completed reviews’ columns (i.e. 18-
64, 65-74, and 75 and over): the value entered in the cell for the client type subset row 
‘Hearing impairment’ should be less than or equal to the value entered in the cell for the 
Primary client type row ‘Physical disability (total)’ in that column.  

[1008, 1009, 1010] 
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 For each age group column in the ‘Existing clients with completed reviews’ columns (i.e. 18-
64, 65-74, and 75 and over): the value entered in the cell for the client type subset row 
‘Visual impairment’ should be less than or equal to the value entered in the cell for the 
Primary client type row ‘Physical disability (total)’ in that column.  

[1011, 1012, 1013] 

 For each age group column in the ‘Existing clients with completed reviews’ columns (i.e. 18-
64, 65-74, and 75 and over): the value entered in the cell for the client type subset row ‘Dual 
sensory loss’ should be less than or equal to the value entered in the cell for the Primary 
client type row ‘Physical disability (total)’ in that column.  

[1014, 1015, 1016] 

 For each age group column in the ‘Existing clients with completed reviews’ columns (i.e. 18-
64, 65-74, and 75 and over): the value entered in the cell in the client type subset row 
‘Dementia’ should be less than or equal to the value entered in the cell for the Primary client 
type row ‘Mental health (total)’ in that column.  

[1017, 1018, 1019] 

 For each of the cells in the ‘Total review events’ row: the value entered should be greater 
than or equal to the value entered in the cell for the ‘Total of clients reviewed’ row in that 
column. 

[1020, 1021, 1022] 

 For each of the five primary client types, the number of clients aged ‘18-64’ receiving a 
review will be examined as a percentage of the number of clients of that primary client type 
receiving services in the year as submitted in RAP P1 page 1 (‘18-64’) ‘Total of clients’ 
column. This should not exceed 100%. 

 [3025, 3026, 3027, 3028, 3029] 

 For each of the five primary client types, the sum of the number of clients aged ‘65-74’ and 
‘75 and over’ receiving a review will be examined as a percentage of the number of clients of 
that primary client type receiving services in the year as submitted in RAP P1 page 2 (‘65 
and over’) ‘Total of clients’ column. This should not exceed 100%. 

 [3030, 3031, 3032, 3033, 3034] 

 The value entered in the cell ‘Overall total of existing clients with completed reviews’ is 
expected to be within 20% of the value entered in that cell in the previous year. 

[3001] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

 The sum of the values entered in the three cells of the ‘Total review events’ row is expected 
to be within 20% of the value entered in those cells in the previous year. [3002] 
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A6 page 1 
Online validation checks 

 The sum of the twenty ethnicity entries in the ‘Some or all (new) services intended or already 
started’ column on A6 page 1 should equal the sum of the values in the ‘18-64’ ‘Female’ and 
‘18-64’ ‘Male’ columns of the ‘Some or all (new) services intended or already started’ row on 
A11 page 1. [1050] 

 The sum of the twenty ethnicity entries in the ‘No (new) services offered or intended to be 
provided’ column on A6 page 1 should equal the sum of the values in the ‘18-64’ ‘Female’ 
and ‘18-64’ ‘Male’ columns of the ‘No (new) services offered or intended to be provided’ row 
on A11 page 1. [1051] 

 The sum of the twenty ethnicity entries in the ‘(New) services(s) offered but declined’ column 
on A6 page 1 should equal the sum of the values in the ‘18-64’ ‘Female’ and ‘18-64’ ‘Male’ 
columns of the ‘New services(s) offered but declined’ row on A11 page 1. [1052] 

 The sum of the twenty ethnicity entries in the ‘Other sequel to assessment’ column on A6 
page 1 should equal the sum of the values in the ‘18-64’ ‘Female’ and ‘18-64’ ‘Male’ 
columns of the ‘Other sequel to assessment’ row on A11 page 1. [1053] 

 For each of the twenty ethnicity rows, the entry in the ‘Some or all (new) services intended 
or already started’ column should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Total of all clients’ 
column on P4 page 1 for the corresponding ethnicity. 

[3267, 3268, 3269, 3270, 3271, 3272, 3273, 3274, 3275, 3276, 3277, 3278, 3279, 3280, 
3281, 3282, 3283, 3284, 3285, 3286] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 

 

A6 page 2 
Online validation checks 

 The sum of the twenty ethnicity entries in the ‘Some or all (new) services intended or already 
started’ column on A6 page 2 should equal the sum of the values in the ‘65 and over’ 
‘Female’ and ‘65 and over’ ‘Male’ columns of the ‘Some or all (new) services intended or 
already started’ row on A11 page 1. [1054] 

 The sum of the twenty ethnicity entries in the ‘No (new) services offered or intended to be 
provided’ column on A6 page 2 should equal the sum of the values in the ‘65 and over’ 
‘Female’ and ‘65 and over’ ‘Male’ columns of the ‘No (new) services offered or intended to 
be provided’ row on A11 page 1. [1055] 

 The sum of the twenty ethnicity entries in the ‘(New) services(s) offered but declined’ column 
on A6 page 2 should equal the sum of the values in the ‘65 and over’ ‘Female’ and ‘65 and 
over’ ‘Male’ columns of the ‘New services(s) offered but declined’ row on A11 page 1. [1056] 

 The sum of the twenty ethnicity entries in the ‘Other sequel to assessment’ column on A6 
page 2 should equal the sum of the values in the ‘65 and over’ ‘Female’ and ‘65 and over’ 
‘Male’ columns of the ‘Other sequel to assessment’ row on A11 page 1. [1057] 
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 For each of the twenty ethnicity rows, the entry in the ‘Some or all (new) services intended 
or already started’ column should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Total of all clients’ 
column on P4 page 2 for the corresponding ethnicity. 

[3287, 3288, 3289, 3290, 3291, 3292, 3293, 3294, 3295, 3296, 3297, 3298, 3299, 3300, 
3301, 3302, 3303, 3304, 3305, 3306] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 

 

A11 page 1 
Totals that will be automatically generated  

 For each of the four columns, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ row of A11 page 1 will be 
calculated as the sum of the entries in the ‘Known or anticipated sequel to assessment’ rows 
for the same column.  

 

Online validation checks 

NONE 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 

 

A11 page 2 
Totals that will be automatically generated 

  For each of the four columns, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ row of A11 page 2 will be 
calculated as the sum of the five entries in the ‘Primary client type’ rows for the same 
column.  

 

Online validation checks 

 For each of the four columns, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ row of A11 page 2 should 
equal the entry in the matching column of the ‘Total of clients’ row on A11 page 1.   

[1046, 1047, 1048, 1049] 

 For each of the four columns, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ row of A11 page 2 is expected 
to be within 20% of the corresponding value submitted in the previous year.  

[3179, 3180, 3181, 3182] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 
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P1 page 1 
Totals that will be automatically generated 

 The entry in the ‘Total number of adult clients (all ages) receiving services during the period’ 
cell on P1 page 1 will be calculated as the sum of the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column, 
‘Total of above’ row on P1 page 1 and the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column, ‘Total of 
above’ row on P1 page 2.  

 For each of the four columns of the main table, the entry in the ‘Total of above’ row will be 
calculated as the sum of the entries in the five ‘Primary Client’ type rows {‘Physical disability 
(total)’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other 
vulnerable people (total)’} for the same column. 

 

Online validation checks 

 For each of the eleven rows of the main table, {‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, 
frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory 
loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse 
(total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of above’} ,the entry in the ‘Community-
based services’ column should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ 
column for the same row. 

[1068, 1069, 1070, 1071, 1072, 1073, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1077, 1078] 

 For each of the eleven rows of the main table, {‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, 
frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory 
loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse 
(total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of above’} ,the entry in the ‘Residential care’ 
column should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column for the same 
row. 

[1079, 1080, 1081, 1082, 1083, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089] 

 For each of the eleven rows of the main table, {‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, 
frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory 
loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse 
(total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of above’} ,the entry in the ‘Nursing Care’ 
column should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column for the same 
row. 

[1090, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094, 1095, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1099, 1100] 

 For each of the eleven rows of the main table, {‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, 
frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory 
loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse 
(total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of above’} ,the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ 
column should be less than or equal to the sum of the entries in the ‘Community-based 
services’; ‘Residential care’ and ‘Nursing Care’ columns for the same row. 

[1101, 1102, 1103, 1104, 1105, 1106, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1110, 1111] 

 For each of the four columns of the main table, the entry in the ‘Dementia’ row should be 
less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Mental health (total)’ row.  

[1112, 1113, 1114, 1115] 
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 For each of the four columns of the main table, the entry in the ‘Physical disability, frailty 
and/or temporary illness’ row should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical 
disability (total)’ row.  

[1116, 1117, 1118, 1119] 

 For each of the four columns of the main table, the entry in the ‘Hearing impairment’ row 
should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row.  

[1120, 1121, 1122, 1123] 

 For each of the four columns of the main table, the entry in the ‘Visual impairment’ row 
should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row.  

[1124, 1125, 1126, 1127] 

 For each of the four columns of the main table, the entry in the ‘Dual sensory loss’ row 
should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row.  

[1128, 1129, 1130, 1131] 

 For each of the four columns of the main table, the entry in the ‘Total of above’ row is 
expected to be within 20% of the corresponding value submitted in the previous year.  

[3035, 3036, 3037, 3038] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

 For the ‘Total of clients’ column  of P1 page 1, the entry in each of the following five ‘Primary 
client type’ rows {‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; 
‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’} is expected to be within 20% of 
the corresponding value submitted in the previous year. 

[3039, 3040, 3041, 3042, 3043] 

 The percentage of the total number of clients receiving services who are new clients with 
assessments during the period (A6) who went on to receive some or all (new) services 
intended or already started (incl. those started and finished) will be calculated and compared 
to the national distribution. Councils whose results fall in the top / bottom 5th percentile of 
this distribution will be queried to confirm and provide explanation for their particular results.  

[3173] 

 

P1 page 2 
Totals that will be automatically generated 

 For each of the four columns of the table, the entry in the ‘Total of above’ row will be 
calculated as the sum of the entries in the five Primary Client type rows {‘Physical disability 
(total)’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other 
vulnerable people (total)’} for the same column. 

 

Online validation checks 

 For each of the eleven rows of the table, {‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, 
frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory 
loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse 
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(total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of above’} ,the entry in the ‘Community-
based services’ column should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ 
column for the same row. 

[1136, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1145, 1146] 

 For each of the eleven rows of the table, {‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, 
frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory 
loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse 
(total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of above’} ,the entry in the ‘Residential care’ 
column should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column for the same 
row. 

[1147, 1148, 1149, 1150, 1151, 1152, 1153, 1154, 1155, 1156, 1157] 

 For each of the eleven rows of the table, {‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, 
frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory 
loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse 
(total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of above’} ,the entry in the ‘Nursing Care’ 
column should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column for the same 
row. 

[1158, 1159, 1160, 1161, 1162, 1163, 1164, 1165, 1166, 1167, 1168] 

 For each of the eleven rows of the main table, {‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, 
frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory 
loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse 
(total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of above’} ,the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ 
column should be less than or equal to the sum of the entries in the ‘Community-based 
services’; ‘Residential care’ and ‘Nursing Care’ columns for the same row. 

[1169, 1170, 1171, 1172, 1173, 1174, 1175, 1176, 1177, 1178, 1179] 

 For each of the four columns of the table, the entry in the ‘Dementia’ row should be less than 
or equal to the entry in the ‘Mental health (total)’ row.  

[1180, 1181, 1182, 1183] 

 For each of the four columns of the table, the entry in the ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or 
temporary illness’ row should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability 
(total)’ row.  

[1184, 1185, 1186, 1187] 

 For each of the four columns of the main table, the entry in the ‘Hearing impairment’ row 
should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row.  

[1188, 1189, 1190, 1191] 

 For each of the four columns of the table, the entry in the ‘Visual impairment’ row should be 
less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row.  

[1192, 1193, 1194, 1195] 

 For each of the four columns of the table, the entry in the ‘Dual sensory loss’ row should be 
less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row.  

[1196, 1197, 1198, 1199] 
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 For each of the four columns of the main table, the entry in the ‘Total of above’ row is 
expected to be within 20% of the corresponding value submitted in the previous year. 

[3044, 3045, 3046, 3047] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

 For the ‘Total of clients’ column  of P1 page 1, the entry in each of the following five ‘Primary 
client type’ rows {‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; 
‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’} is expected to be within 20% of 
the corresponding value submitted in the previous year. 

[3048, 3049, 3050, 3051, 3052] 

 

P2f pages 1 & 2 
P2f is shown as four separate pages in the proforma, but the Omnibus online system used to 
collect the data in 2013-14 displays the first two pages as a single table for clients aged 18 to 64. 
This document links these two approaches by referring to P2f pages 1 and 2 together as ‘P2f 18-
64’. 

  

Totals that will be automatically generated  

 For each of the nine columns in P2f ‘18-64’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’} the entry in the ‘Total of above’ row will be calculated as 
the sum of the entries in the five ‘Primary client type’ rows {‘Physical disability (total)’; 
‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other 
vulnerable people (total)’} for the same column. 

 

Online validation checks 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Home care’ column for the given row. 

[1237, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1241, 1242, 1243, 1244, 1245, 1246, 1247] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Day care’ column for the given row. 

[1248, 1249, 1250, 1251, 1252, 1253, 1254, 1255, 1256, 1257, 1258] 
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 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Meals’ column for the given row. 

[1259, 1260, 1261, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1265, 1266, 1267, 1268, 1269] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Short term residential not respite’ column for the given row. 

[1270, 1271, 1272, 1273, 1274, 1275, 1276, 1277, 1278, 1279, 1280] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Direct payments’ column for the given row. 

[1281, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1285, 1286, 1287, 1288, 1289, 1290, 1291] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Professional support’ column for the given row. 

[1292, 1293, 1294, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1300, 1301, 1302] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Equipment & adaptations’ column for the given row. 

[1303, 1304, 1305, 1306, 1307, 1308, 1309, 1310, 1311, 1312, 1313] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Other’ column for the given row. 

[1314, 1315, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1320, 1321, 1322, 1323, 1324] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
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above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be less than or equal to the sum of 
the entries in the eight ‘Components of service’ columns {‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; ‘Meals’; 
‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; ‘Equipment & 
adaptations’; ‘Other’} for the given row. 

[1325, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1331, 1332, 1333, 1334, 1335] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2f ‘18-64’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or 
temporary illness’ row should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability 
(total)’ row. 

[1336, 1337, 1338, 1339, 1340, 1341, 1342, 1343, 1344] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2f ‘18-64’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Hearing impairment’ row should be 
less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row. 

[1345, 1346, 1347, 1348, 1349, 1350, 1351, 1352, 1353] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2f ‘18-64’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Visual impairment’ row should be less 
than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row. 

[1354, 1355, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1359, 1360, 1361, 1362] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2f ‘18-64’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Dual sensory loss’ row should be less 
than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row. 

[1363, 1364, 1365, 1366, 1367, 1368, 1369, 1370, 1371] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2f ‘18-64’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Dementia’ row should be less than or 
equal to the entry in the ‘Mental health (total)’ row. 

[1372, 1373, 1374, 1375, 1376, 1377, 1378, 1379, 1380] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be equal to the entry in the matching 
primary or secondary client type row for the ‘Community-based services’ column on P1 page 
1 ‘18-64’. 

[1390, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1394, 1395, 1396, 1397, 1398, 1399, 1400] 

 For each of the eight components of service columns in P2f ‘18-64’ {‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’} the entry in the ‘Total of above’ row is expected to be 
within 20% of the corresponding value submitted in the previous year. 

[3064, 3065, 3066, 3067, 3068, 3069, 3070, 3071] 
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Post-submission validation checks 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column is expected to be within 20% of the 
corresponding value submitted in the previous year. 

[3053, 3054, 3055, 3056, 3057, 3058, 3059, 3060, 3061, 3062, 3063] 

 The Equipment and Adaptations total value per 1,000 population on P2f page 2 will be 
calculated and outliers compared to the national distribution in the previous year will be 
queried.  [3213] 

 The Professional Support total value per 1,000 population on P2f page 2 will be calculated 
and outliers compared to the national distribution in the previous year will be queried.  [3214] 

 

P2f pages 3 & 4 
P2f is shown as four separate pages in the proforma, but the Omnibus online system used to 
collect the data in 2013-14 displays the two pages for clients aged 65 and over as a single table. 
This document links these two approaches by referring to P2f pages 3 and 4 together as ‘P2f 65 
and over’.  

  

Totals that will be automatically generated 

 For each of the nine columns in P2f ‘65 and over’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’} the entry in the ‘Total of above’ row will be calculated as 
the sum of the entries in the five ‘Primary client type’ rows {‘Physical disability (total)’; 
‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other 
vulnerable people (total)’} for the same column. 

  

Online validation checks 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Home care’ column for the given row. 

[1401, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1405, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1409, 1410, 1411] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Day care’ column for the given row. 

[1412, 1413, 1414, 1415, 1416, 1417, 1418, 1419, 1420, 1421, 1422] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
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Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Meals’ column for the given row. 

[1423, 1424, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430, 1431, 1432, 1433] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Short term residential not respite’ column for the given row. 

[1434, 1435, 1436, 1437, 1438, 1439, 1440, 1441, 1442, 1443, 1444] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Direct payments’ column for the given row. 

[1445, 1446, 1447, 1448, 1449, 1450, 1451, 1452, 1453, 1454, 1455] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Professional support’ column for the given row. 

[1456, 1457, 1458, 1459, 1460, 1461, 1462, 1463, 1464, 1465, 1466] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Equipment & adaptations’ column for the given row. 

[1467, 1468, 1469, 1470, 1471, 1472, 1473, 1474, 1475, 1476, 1477] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Other’ column for the given row. 

[1478, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1485, 1486, 1487, 1488] 
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 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be less than or equal to the sum 
of the entries in the eight ‘Components of service’ columns {‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; ‘Meals’; 
‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; ‘Equipment & 
adaptations’; ‘Other’} for the given row. 

[1489, 1490, 1491, 1492, 1493, 1494, 1495, 1496, 1497, 1498, 1499] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2f ‘65 and over’, {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or 
temporary illness’ row should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability 
(total)’ row. 

[1500, 1501, 1502, 1503, 1504, 1505, 1506, 1507, 1508] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2f ‘65 and over’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Hearing impairment’ row should be 
less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row. 

[1509, 1510, 1511, 1512, 1513, 1514, 1515, 1516, 1517] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2f ‘65 and over’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Visual impairment’ row should be less 
than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row. 

[1518, 1519, 1520, 1521, 1522, 1523, 1524, 1525, 1526] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2f ‘65 and over’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Dual sensory loss’ row should be less 
than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row. 

[1527, 1528, 1529, 1530, 1531, 1532, 1533, 1534, 1535] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2f ‘65 and over’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Dementia’ row should be less than or 
equal to the entry in the ‘Mental health (total)’ row. 

[1536, 1537, 1538, 1539, 1540, 1541, 1542, 1543, 1544] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be equal to the entry in the 
matching primary or secondary client type row for the ‘Community-based services’ column 
on P1 page 2 ‘65 and over’. 

[1554, 1555, 1556, 1557, 1558, 1559, 1560, 1561, 1562, 1563, 1564] 

 For each of the eight components of service columns in P2f ‘65 and over’ {‘Home care’; ‘Day 
care’; ‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
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‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’} the entry in the ‘Total of above’ row is expected to be 
within 20% of the corresponding value submitted in the previous year. 

[3083, 3084, 3085, 3086, 3087, 3088, 3089, 3090] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2f ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column is expected to be within 20% of the 
corresponding value submitted in the previous year. 

[3072, 3073, 3074, 3075, 3076, 3077, 3078, 3079, 3080, 3081, 3082] 

 The Equipment and Adaptations total value per 1,000 population on P2f page 4 will be 
calculated and outliers compared to the national distribution in the previous year will be 
queried.  [3215] 

 The Professional Support total value per 1,000 population on P2f page 4 will be calculated 
and outliers compared to the national distribution in the previous year will be queried.  [3216] 

 

P2s pages 1 & 2 
P2s is shown as four separate pages in the proforma, but the Omnibus online system used to 
collect the data in 2013-14 displays the first two pages as a single table for clients aged 18 to 64. 
This document links these two approaches by referring to P2s pages 1 and 2 together as ‘P2s 18-
64’. 

  

Totals that will be automatically generated  

 For each of the nine columns in P2s ‘18-64’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’} the entry in the ‘Total of above’ row will be calculated as 
the sum of the entries in the five ‘Primary client type’ rows {‘Physical disability (total)’; 
‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other 
vulnerable people (total)’} for the same column. 

 

Online validation checks 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Home care’ column for the given row. 

[1565, 1566, 1567, 1568, 1569, 1570, 1571, 1572, 1573, 1574, 1575] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
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disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Day care’ column for the given row. 

[1576, 1577, 1578, 1579, 1580, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1585, 1586] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Meals’ column for the given row. 

[1587, 1588, 1589, 1590, 1591, 1592, 1593, 1594, 1595, 1596, 1597] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Short term residential not respite’ column for the given row. 

[1598, 1599, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1604, 1605, 1606, 1607, 1608] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Direct payments’ column for the given row. 

[1609, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613, 1614, 1615, 1616, 1617, 1618, 1619] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Professional support’ column for the given row. 

[1620, 1621, 1622, 1623, 1624, 1625, 1626, 1627, 1628, 1629, 1630] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Equipment & adaptations’ column for the given row. 

[1631, 1632, 1633, 1634, 1635, 1636, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1640, 1641] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the entry 
in the ‘Other’ column for the given row. 

[1642, 1643, 1644, 1645, 1646, 1647, 1648, 1649, 1650, 1651, 1652] 
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 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be less than or equal to the sum of 
the entries in the eight ‘Components of service’ columns {‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; ‘Meals’; 
‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; ‘Equipment & 
adaptations’; ‘Other’} for the given row. 

[1653, 1654, 1655, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1659, 1660, 1661, 1662, 1663] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2s ‘18-64’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or 
temporary illness’ row should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability 
(total)’ row. 

[1664, 1665, 1666, 1667, 1668, 1669, 1670, 1671, 1672] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2s ‘18-64’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Hearing impairment’ row should be 
less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row. 

[1673, 1674, 1675, 1676, 1677, 1678, 1679, 1680, 1681] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2s ‘18-64’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Visual impairment’ row should be less 
than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row. 

[1682, 1683, 1684, 1685, 1686, 1687, 1688, 1689, 1690] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2s ‘18-64’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Dual sensory loss’ row should be less 
than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row. 

[1691, 1692, 1693, 1694, 1695, 1696, 1697, 1698, 1699] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2s ‘18-64’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Dementia’ row should be less than or 
equal to the entry in the ‘Mental health (total)’ row. 

[1700, 1701, 1702, 1703, 1704, 1705, 1706, 1707, 1708] 

 For each of the ninety-nine cells on P2s ‘18-64’, the entry should be less than or equal to the 
entry in the matching cell on P2f ‘18-64’. The number of clients in the snapshot at 31st March 
(P2s) must be less than or equal to the number of clients for the full year (P2f). 

[1718 to 1816] 
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Post-submission validation checks 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘18-64’, {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing Impairment’; 
‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; ‘Learning 
disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total of 
above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column is expected to be within 20% of the 
corresponding value submitted in the previous year. 

[3091, 3092, 3093, 3094, 3095, 3096, 3097, 3098, 3099, 3100, 3101] 

 For each of the eight components of service columns in P2s ‘18-64’ {‘Home care’; ‘Day 
care’; ‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’} the entry in the ‘Total of above’ row is expected to be 
within 20% of the corresponding value submitted in the previous year. 

[3102, 3103, 3104, 3105, 3106, 3107, 3108, 3109] 

 The Equipment and Adaptations total value per 1,000 population on P2s page 2 will be 
calculated and outliers compared to the national distribution in the previous year will be 
queried.  [3217] 

 The Professional Support total value per 1,000 population on P2s page 2 will be calculated 
and outliers compared to the national distribution in the previous year will be queried.  [3218] 

 

P2s pages 3 & 4 
P2s is shown as four separate pages in the proforma, but the Omnibus online system used to 
collect the data in 2013-14 displays the final two pages as a single table for clients aged 65 and 
over. This document links these two approaches by referring to P2s pages 3 and 4 together as 
‘P2s 65 and over’. 

  

Totals that will be automatically generated 

 For each of the nine columns in P2s ‘65 and over’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’} the entry in the ‘Total of above’ row will be calculated as 
the sum of the entries in the five ‘Primary client type’ rows {‘Physical disability (total)’; 
‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other 
vulnerable people (total)’} for the same column. 

 

Online validation checks 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Home care’ column for the given row. 

[1817, 1818, 1819, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826, 1827] 
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 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Day care’ column for the given row. 

[1828, 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833, 1834, 1835, 1836, 1837, 1838] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Meals’ column for the given row. 

[1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1845, 1846, 1847, 1848, 1849] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Short term residential not respite’ column for the given row. 

[1850, 1851, 1852, 1853, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1860] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Direct payments’ column for the given row. 

[1861, 1862, 1863, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1867, 1868, 1869, 1870, 1871] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Professional support’ column for the given row. 

[1872, 1873, 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881, 1882] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Equipment & adaptations’ column for the given row. 

[1883, 1884, 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
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of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be greater than or equal to the 
entry in the ‘Other’ column for the given row. 

[1894, 1895, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901, 1902, 1903, 1904] 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column should be less than or equal to the sum 
of the entries in the eight ‘Components of service’ columns {‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; ‘Meals’; 
‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; ‘Equipment & 
adaptations’; ‘Other’} for the given row. 

[1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2s ‘65 and over’, {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day 
care’; ‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or 
temporary illness’ row should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability 
(total)’ row. 

[1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2s ‘65 and over’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Hearing impairment’ row should be 
less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row. 

[1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2s ‘65 and over’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Visual impairment’ row should be less 
than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row. 

[1934, 1935, 1936, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2s ‘65 and over’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Dual sensory loss’ row should be less 
than or equal to the entry in the ‘Physical disability (total)’ row. 

[1943, 1944, 1945, 1946, 1947, 1948, 1949, 1950, 1951] 

 For each of the nine columns in P2s ‘65 and over’ {‘Total of clients’ ; ‘Home care’; ‘Day care’; 
‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’}, the entry in the ‘Dementia’ row should be less than or 
equal to the entry in the ‘Mental health (total)’ row. 

 [1952, 1953, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957, 1958, 1959, 1960] 

 For each of the ninety-nine cells on P2s ‘65 and over’, the entry should be less than or equal 
to the entry in the matching cell on P2f ‘65 and over’. The number of clients in the snapshot 
at 31st March (P2s) must be less than or equal to the number of clients for the full year (P2f). 

[1970 to 2068] 
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Post-submission validation checks 

 For each of the eleven primary and secondary client type rows in P2s ‘65 and over’, 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Physical disability, frailty and/or temporary illness’; ‘Hearing 
Impairment’; ‘Visual impairment’; ‘Dual sensory loss’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Dementia’; 
‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’, ‘Total 
of above’}, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ column is expected to be within 20% of the 
corresponding value submitted in the previous year. 

[3110, 3111, 3112, 3113, 3114, 3115, 3116, 3117, 3118, 3119, 3120] 

 For each of the eight components of service columns in P2s ‘65 and over’{‘Home care’; ‘Day 
care’; ‘Meals’; ‘Short term residential not respite’; ‘Direct payments’; ‘Professional support’; 
‘Equipment & adaptations’; ‘Other’} the entry in the ‘Total of above’ row is expected to be 
within 20% of the corresponding value submitted in the previous year. 

[3121, 3122, 3123, 3124, 3125, 3126, 3127, 3128] 

 The Equipment and Adaptations total value per 1,000 population on P2s page 4 will be 
calculated and outliers compared to the national distribution in the previous year will be 
queried.  [3219] 

 The Professional Support total value per 1,000 population on P2s page 4 will be calculated 
and outliers compared to the national distribution in the previous year will be queried. [3220] 

 

H1 
Totals that will be automatically generated 

 The entry in the ‘Total no. of clients’ cell will be calculated as the sum of the four ‘planned 
contact hours per week’ rows in H1, {‘Less than or equal to 2 hours’; More than 2 hours and 
less than or equal to 5 hours; ‘More than 5 hours and less than or equal to 10 hours’; ‘More 
than 10 hours (including overnight/live in/24 hours services)’}. 

 

Online validation checks 

 The entry in the ‘Total no. of clients’ cell on table H1 should be equal to the sum of the 
entries in the cells at the intersection of the ‘Total of above’ row and the ‘Home care’ column 
on P2s table ‘65 and over’ and P2s table ‘18-64’.  [2079] 

 The entry in the ‘Total no. of clients’ cell on table H1 is expected to be within 20% of the 
value submitted in the previous year in the cell at the intersection of the ‘Total no. of clients 
visited’ row and the ‘Total clients visited’ column.  [3129] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 
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P4 pages 1 & 3 
Online validation checks 

 For each of the 20 rows on P4 page 1, the entry in the ‘Community-based services’ column 
should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Total of all clients’ column for the same row. 

[2478, 2479, 2480, 2481, 2482, 2483, 2484, 2485, 2486, 2487, 2488, 2489, 2490, 2491, 
2492, 2493, 2494, 2495, 2496, 2497] 

 For each of the 20 rows on P4 page 1, the entry in the ‘Residential care’ column should be 
less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Total of all clients’ column for the same row 

[2498, 2499, 2500, 2501, 2502, 2503, 2504, 2505, 2506, 2507, 2508, 2509, 2510, 2511, 
2512, 2513, 2514, 2515, 2516, 2517] 

 For each of the 20 rows on P4 page 1, the entry in the ‘Nursing care’ column should be less 
than or equal to the entry in the ‘Total of all clients’ column for the same row 

[2518, 2519, 2520, 2521, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2526, 2527, 2528, 2529, 2530, 2531, 
2532, 2533, 2534, 2535, 2536, 2537] 

 For each of the 20 rows on P4 page 1,  the entry in the ‘Total of all clients’ column should be 
less than or equal to the sum of the entries in the ‘Community-based services’, ‘Residential 
care’ and ‘Nursing care’ columns for the same row. 

[2538, 2539, 2540, 2541, 2542, 2543, 2544, 2545, 2546, 2547, 2548, 2549, 2550, 2551, 
2552, 2553, 2554, 2555, 2556, 2557] 

 For each of the four columns on P4 page 1, the sum of the twenty ethnicity entries for that 
column should be equal to the entry in the cell on the ‘Total of above’ row for the matching 
column on P1 page 1. 

[2558, 2559, 2560, 2561] 

 For each row (ethnicity) on P4 page 3, the sum of the entries across the five columns should 
be equal to the entry on P4 page 1 in the ‘Total of all clients’ column for the matching row 
(ethnicity). 

[2562, 2563, 2564, 2565, 2566, 2567, 2568, 2569, 2570, 2571, 2572, 2573, 2574, 2575, 
2576, 2577, 2578, 2579, 2580, 2581] 

 For each of the five primary client type columns on P4 page 3, the sum of the twenty 
ethnicity rows should be equal to the entry on P1 page 1 in the cell at the intersection of the 
‘Total of clients’ column and the matching primary client type row . 

[2582, 2583, 2584, 2585, 2586] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 
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P4 pages 2 & 4 
Online validation checks 

 For each of the 20 rows on P4 page 2, the entry in the ‘Community-based services’ column 
should be less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Total of all clients’ column for the same row. 

[2587, 2588, 2589, 2590, 2591, 2592, 2593, 2594, 2595, 2596, 2597, 2598, 2599, 2600, 
2601, 2602, 2603, 2604, 2605, 2606] 

 For each of the 20 rows on P4 page 2, the entry in the ‘Residential care’ column should be 
less than or equal to the entry in the ‘Total of all clients’ column for the same row 

[2607, 2608, 2609, 2610, 2611, 2612, 2613, 2614, 2615, 2616, 2617, 2618, 2619, 2620, 
2621, 2622, 2623, 2624, 2625, 2626] 

 For each of the 20 rows on P4 page 2, the entry in the ‘Nursing care’ column should be less 
than or equal to the entry in the ‘Total of all clients’ column for the same row 

[2627, 2628, 2629, 2630, 2631, 2632, 2633, 2634, 2635, 2636, 2637, 2638, 2639, 2640, 
2641, 2642, 2643, 2644, 2645, 2646] 

 For each of the 20 rows on P4 page 2,  the entry in the ‘Total of all clients’ column should be 
less than or equal to the sum of the entries in the ‘Community-based services’, ‘Residential 
care’ and ‘Nursing care’ columns for the same row. 

[2647, 2648, 2649, 2650, 2651, 2652, 2653, 2654, 2655, 2656, 2657, 2658, 2659, 2660, 
2661, 2662, 2663, 2664, 2665, 2666] 

 For each of the four columns on P4 page 2, the sum of the twenty ethnicity entries for that 
column should be equal to the entry in the cell on the ‘Total of above’ row for the matching 
column on P1 page 2. 

[2667, 2668, 2669, 2670] 

 For each row (ethnicity) on P4 page 4, the sum of the entries across the five columns should 
be equal to the entry on P4 page 2 in the ‘Total of all clients’ column for the matching row 
(ethnicity). 

[2671, 2672, 2673, 2674, 2675, 2676, 2677, 2678, 2679, 2680, 2681, 2682, 2683, 2684, 
2685, 2686, 2687, 2688, 2689, 2690] 

 For each of the five primary client type columns on P4 page 4, the sum of the twenty 
ethnicity rows should be equal to the entry on P1 page 2 in the cell at the intersection of the 
‘Total of clients’ column and the matching primary client type row . 

[2691, 2692, 2693, 2694, 2695] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 
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P7 page 1 
Online validation checks 

 For each of the four columns on P7 page 1, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ row should be 
less than or equal to the sum of the entries in the three ‘Service type’ rows {‘Community-
based services’, ‘Residential care’, ‘Nursing care’} for the same column. 

[1205, 1206, 1207, 1208] 

 For each of the four ‘Service types’ {‘Community-based services’, ‘Residential care’, ‘Nursing 
care’, Total of clients’}, the sum of the entries in the ‘18-64, Female’ and ‘18-64, Male’ 
columns for the given ‘Service type’ row on P7 page 1, should be equal to the entry on P1 
page 1 in the ‘Total of above’ row for the given ‘Service type’ column. 

[1209, 1210, 1211, 1212] 

 For each of the four ‘Service types’ {‘Community-based services’, ‘Residential care’, 
‘Nursing care’, Total of clients’}, the sum of the entries in the ‘65 and over, Female’ and ‘65 
and over, Male’ columns for the given ‘Service type’ row on P7 page 1, should be equal to 
the entry on P1 page 2 in the ‘Total of above’ row for the given ‘Service type’ column. 

[1213, 1214, 1215, 1216] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 

 

P7 page 2 
Totals that will be automatically generated 

 For each of the four columns on P7 page 2, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ row will be 
calculated as the sum of the entries in the five ‘Primary client type’ rows {‘Physical disability’, 
‘Mental health’, ‘Learning disability’, ‘Substance misuse’, ‘Other vulnerable people’} for the 
same column. 

 

Online validation checks 

 For each of the four columns on P7 page 2, the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ row should be 
equal to the entry in the ‘Total of clients’ row of the matching column on P7 page 1. 

[1221, 1222, 1223, 1224] 

 For each of the five ‘Primary client type’ rows {‘Physical disability’, ‘Mental health’, ‘Learning 
disability’, ‘Substance misuse’, ‘Other vulnerable people’} on P7 page 2, the sum of the 
entries in the ‘18-64, Female’ and ‘18-64, Male’ columns, should be equal to the entry on P1 
page 1 in the ‘Total of clients’ column for the matching ‘Primary client type’ row {‘Physical 
disability (total)’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance misuse (total)’; 
‘Other vulnerable people (total)’}. [1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1229] 

 For the ‘Total of clients’ row on P7 page 2, the sum of the entries in the ‘18-64, Female’ and 
‘18-64, Male’ columns, should be equal to the entry on P1 page 1 in the ‘Total of clients’ 
column for the ‘Total of above’ row. [1230] 

 For each of the five ‘Primary client type’ rows {‘Physical disability’, ‘Mental health’, ‘Learning 
disability’, ‘Substance misuse’, ‘Other vulnerable people’} on P7 page 2, the sum of the 
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entries in the ‘65 and over, Female’ and ‘65 and over, Male’ columns, should be equal to the 
entry on P1 page 2 in the ‘Total of clients’ column for the matching ‘Primary client type’ row 
{‘Physical disability (total)’; ‘Mental health (total)’; ‘Learning disability (total)’; ‘Substance 
misuse (total)’; ‘Other vulnerable people (total)’}. [1231, 1232, 1233, 1234, 1235] 

 For the ‘Total of clients’ row on P7 page 2, the sum of the entries in the ‘65 and over, 
Female’ and ‘65 and over, Male’ columns, should be equal to the entry on P1 page 2 in the 
‘Total of clients’ column for the ‘Total of above’ row. [1236] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 

 

SD1 

Totals that will be automatically generated  

 For each of the ten rows on SD1, {‘Physical disability’; ‘Mental health’; ‘Learning disability’; 
‘Substance misuse’; ‘Other vulnerable people’; ‘Total 18-64’; ‘65-74’; ‘75-84’; ‘85 and over’; ‘Total 18 
and over’}, the entry in the ‘Total’ column will be calculated as the sum of the entries in the other four 
columns, {‘Existing/new direct payments’; ‘Direct payment only’; ‘Services arranged for by the 
CASSR only’; ‘Both direct payments and services arranged’}, for the given row. 

 For each of the five columns on SD1, {‘Existing/new direct payments’; ‘Direct payment only’; 
‘Services arranged for by the CASSR only’; ‘Both direct payments and services arranged’; 
‘Total’}, the entry in the ‘Total 18-64’ row will be calculated as the sum of the entries in the 
five ‘aged 18-64’ primary client type rows, {‘Physical disability’; ‘Mental health’; ‘Learning 
disability’; ‘Substance misuse’; ‘Other vulnerable people’} for the given column. 

 For each of the five columns on SD1, {‘Existing/new direct payments’; ‘Direct payment only’; 
‘Services arranged for by the CASSR only’; ‘Both direct payments and services arranged’; 
‘Total’}, the entry in the ‘Total 18 and over’ row will be calculated as the sum of the entries 
in the four age summary rows, {18-64’, ‘65-74’, ‘75-84’ and ‘85 and over’} for the given 
column. 

 

Online validation checks 

 For each of the five ‘primary client type’ rows on SD1 capturing information on people aged 
18-64, {‘Physical disability’; ‘Mental health’; ‘Learning disability’; ‘Substance misuse’; ‘Other 
vulnerable people’}, the sum of entries in the ‘Existing / new direct payments’, ‘Direct 
payment only’ and ‘Both direct payments and services arranged’ columns should be less 
than or equal to the entry on P2f Page 2 in the ‘Direct payments’ column for the same 
primary client type. 

[2100, 2101, 2102, 2103, 2104] 

 For the ‘Total 18-64’ row on SD1, the sum of entries in the ‘Existing / new direct payments’, 
‘Direct payment only’ and ‘Both direct payments and services arranged’ columns is expected 
to be at least 95 per cent of, but no more than, the value of the entry on P2f Page 2 in the 
cell at the intersection of the ‘Direct payments’ column and the ‘Total of above’ row.  [2105, 
3309] 

 In table SD1, the sum of the entries in the ‘65-74’, ‘75-84’, ‘85 and over’ rows for each of the 
‘Existing/ new direct payments’, ‘Direct payment only’ and ‘Both direct payments and 
services arranged’ columns (the sum of nine cells), is expected to be at least 95 per cent of, 
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but no more than, the value of the entry on P2f Page 4 in the cell at the intersection of the 
‘Total of above’ row and the ‘Direct payments’ column.  [2106, 3310] 

 The entry in the ‘Total’ column for the ‘Total 18 and over’ age group on SD1 is expected to 
be greater than the sum of the ‘Total in the direct payments columns’ of P2f pages 2 and 4.  
[3200] 

 The sum of the ‘Total’ column for the ‘65-74’, ‘75-84’ and ‘85 and over’ age groups on SD1 
should be greater than the entry in the ‘Direct payments’ column on P2f  ‘65 and over’ page 
4, in the ‘Total of above’ row. [3201] 

 We would expect the total number of clients receiving self directed support and/or direct 
payments provided during the year to have increased since the previous year.  [3158]  

 

Post-submission validation checks 

 NONE 

 

SD2 
Totals that will be automatically generated  

 For each of the twenty ethnicity rows on SD2, the entry in the ‘Total’ column will be 
calculated as the sum of the entries in the other two columns for the same row. 

 

Online validation checks 

 The sum of the twenty entries in the column ‘Not using Directed Support process’ on SD2 
should be equal to the entry in the ‘Not using Self Directed Support process’ column for 
‘Total 18 and over’ row on table SD1.  [2127] 

 The sum of the twenty entries in the column ‘Self Directed Support’ on SD2 should be equal 
to the sum of three entries in the ‘Total 18 and over’ row , columns ‘Direct payments only’,  
‘Services arranged or paid for by CASSR only’ and ‘Both direct payments and services 
arranged’ on table SD1.  [2128] 

 The sum of the twenty entries in the column ‘Total’ on SD2 should be equal to the entry in 
the cell on SD1 at the intersection of the ‘Total’ column and the ‘Total 18 and over’ row.  
[2129] 

 For each of the twenty ethnicity rows on SD2, the entry in the ‘Total’ column should be less 
than or equal to the sum of the entries in the ‘Total of all clients’ column on P4 page 1 and 
P4 page 2 for the corresponding ethnicity. 

[3247, 3248, 3249, 3250, 3251, 3252, 3253, 3254, 3255, 3256, 3257, 3258, 3259, 3260, 
3261, 3262, 3263, 3264, 3265, 3266] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 
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SD3 
Totals that will be automatically generated 

 For each of the six rows on SD3, the entry in the ‘Total’ column will be calculated as the sum 
of the entries in the other four columns for the given row. 

 For each of the five columns on SD3, the entry in the ‘Total all ages’ row will be calculated 
as the sum of the entries in the other five rows for the given column. 

 

Online validation checks 

 The entry in the ‘Total’ column on SD3 for the ‘Under 18’, ‘18 - 64’ and ‘65 - 74’ age groups 
should be less than or equal to the corresponding entry in the first column of C2 page 1 
{‘Services including respite for the carer and/or other carer specific services’}. [3202, 3203, 
3204] 

 The sum of the entries in the ‘Total’ columns on SD3 for the ‘75 - 84’ and ‘85 and over’ age 
groups should be less than or equal to the entry in the first column of C2 page 1 {‘Services 
including respite for the carer and/or other carer specific services’} for the ‘75 and over’ row.  
[3205] 

 We would expect the total number of carers receiving self directed support and/or direct 
payments provided during the year to have increased since the previous year.  [3206] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 

 

C1 pages 1 & 2 
Totals that will be automatically generated for C1 

 For each of the three columns on C1 page 1, the entry in the ‘Total all ages’ row will be calculated as 
the sum of the entries in the four rows above for the same column. 

 

Online validation checks 

 For each of the three columns on C1 page 2, the entry in the ‘Total 18 and over’ row should 
be equal to the entry on C1 page 1 in the ‘Total all ages’ row for the same column. 

[2448, 2449, 2450] 

 For each of the three columns on C1 page 1 the entry in the ‘Total all ages’ row is expected 
to be within 20% of the corresponding value submitted in the previous year.   

[3207, 3208, 3209] 

 For each of the three columns on C1 page 2, the entry in the ‘Total 18-64’ row should be 
equal to the sum of the five ‘Aged 18-64’ primary client rows directly above it for the given 
column. 

[2439, 2440, 2441] 
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 For each of the three columns on C1 page 2, the entry in the ‘Aged 65 and over’ row should 
be equal to the sum of the five ‘Aged 65 and over’ primary client rows directly above it for 
the given column. 

[2442, 2443, 2444] 

 For each of the three columns on C1 page 2, the entry in the ‘Total 18 and over’ row should 
be equal to the sum of the ‘Total 18-64’ and ‘Total 65 and over’ rows for the given column. 

[2445, 2446, 2447] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 

 

C2 pages 1 & 2 
Totals that will be automatically generated 

 For both columns on C2 page 1, the entry in the ‘Total all ages’ row will be calculated as the 
sum of the entries in the four rows above for the same column. 

 

Online validation checks 

 For each of the five rows on C2 page 1, the sum of the entries in the two columns should be 
less than or equal to the sum of the entries for the ‘Number of carers assessed or reviewed 
separately’ and ‘Number of carers assessed or reviewed jointly with the client’ columns for 
the corresponding row on C1 page 1. 

[2453, 2454, 2455, 2456, 2457] 

 For both of the columns on C2 page 2, the entry in the ‘Total 18-64’ row should be equal to 
the sum of the five ‘Aged 18-64’ primary client rows directly above it for the given column. 

[2458, 2459] 

 For both of the columns on C2 page 2, the entry in the ‘Aged 65 and over’ row should be 
equal to the sum of the five ‘Aged 65 and over’ primary client rows directly above it for the 
given column. 

[2460, 2461] 

 For both of the columns on C2 page 2, the entry in the ‘Total 18 and over’ row should be 
equal to the sum of the ‘Total 18-64’ and ‘Total 65 and over’ rows for the given column. 

[2462, 2463] 

 For both columns on C2 page 2, the entry in the ‘Total 18 and over’ row should be equal to 
the entry on C2 page 1 in the ‘Total all ages’ row for the matching column. 

[2464, 2465] 

 For each of the twelve rows except ‘Total 18 and over’ on C2 page 2, the sum of the entries 
in the two columns should be less than or equal to the sum of the entries in the first two 
columns of the matching row on C1 page 2. 

[2466, 2467, 2468, 2469, 2470, 2471, 2472, 2473, 2474, 2475, 2476, 2477] 
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 For both of the columns on C2 page 1 the entry in the ‘Total all ages’ row is expected to be 
within 20% of the corresponding value submitted in the previous year.   

[3224, 3225] 

 For each primary client type, we will calculate the rate of carers receiving services per client 
receiving services. We would not expect to see more carers than clients receiving services 
in any client group.   

[3163, 3264, 3165, 3166, 3167, 3168, 3169, 3170, 3171, 3172] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

 For the 18-64 and 65 and over age groups, we will calculate the rate of carers receiving 
services per client receiving services. We would not expect to see more carers than clients 
receiving services in any client group.   

[3307, 3308] 

 

End Sheet 
Online validation checks 

 

 For each of the seventeen mandatory tables within the return a selection must be made as to 
whether the basis of the return of data within each individual table is based upon the whole 
population or a sample.  

[3228 to 3245] 

 If it is indicated on the end sheet that any of the seventeen mandatory tables have a basis of 
return as sample then a comment must be recorded within the sample basis comment box.  
[3246] 

 

Post-submission validation checks 

NONE 

 

Next: [3311] 
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Number of validations by table, 2013-14 

Return 
Online 

validations 
Autosum   

Cells 

Post 
Submission 
validation 

Total 
validations 

R2 0 0 1 1 

R3 2 0 0 2 

A1 29 4 1 30 

A6 page 1 24 0 0 24 

A6 page 2 24 0 0 24 

A11 page 1 0 4 0 0 

A11 page 2 8 4 0 8 

P1 page 1 68 5 6 74 

P1 page 2 68 4 5 73 

P2f pages 1 & 2 163 9 13 176 

P2f pages 3 & 4 163 9 13 176 

P2s pages 1 & 2 243 9 21 264 

P2s pages 3 & 4 243 9 21 264 

H1 2 1 0 2 

P4 pages 1 & 3 109 0 0 109 

P4 pages 2 & 4 109 0 0 109 

P7 page 1 12 0 0 12 

P7 page 2 16 4 0 16 

SD1 12 18 0 12 

SD2 23 20 0 23 

SD3 5 10 0 5 

C1 pages 1 & 2 15 3 2 17 

C2 pages 1 & 2 36 2 0 36 

End Sheet 19 0 0 19 

TOTAL 1393 115 83 1460 

 

Changes since 2012-13 

v1.0 The autosum fields previously used on C1 page 2, and C2 page 2 (for the rows ‘Total 18-64’, 
‘Total 65 and over’, and ‘Total 18 and over’) have been removed for 2013-14 and replaced 
with online validation checks instead. These totals will now need to be calculated manually 
before being entered into the return. 

Additional validation checks have been made between tables SD1 and P2f. The numbers of 
clients receiving direct payments (the sum of columns 1, 2, and 4) recorded in SD1 is now 
expected to be at least 95% of the total value in the direct payments column on P2f for 
clients of the corresponding age band.  
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